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1.General information

1.1.Introduction

Brief presentation of the subject
This course is designed for the student knows the development of sport in society, based on the manifestations of
physical activity in primitive societies and the Greek Olympics to the birth and consolidation of contemporary sport in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Emphasis is placed on physical practices and physical education in some civilizations and Physical Education in Europe
from the eighteenth century and in the evolution of physical education and sport in Spain in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, and we try to play the interplay of traditional sport and physical education in Aragon in the same centuries.
We completed the program with the study of the concept of sport and diversity of areas of sport.

1.2.Recommendations to take this course

To take this course is intended for students to learn and interpret the leisure, physical and sporting events in different
cultures throughout history; and more particularly, to study the evolution of the game, physical education and sport in
Spain, and to assess the influence of the ideas of the great currents of thought in current conceptions of physical activity
and sport.

the history of the practice of traditional games, physical activity and sport in Aragon, as well as the evolution of the
meaning of sport and definitions and concepts associated with it in today's society and the characteristics of the areas will
also be addressed in the that the sport and its influence on human development occurs.

It is intended that students know to relate the incidence and relationship between sport and education, performance,
leisure time and health, and the evolution of Physical Education in recent centuries.

It is recalled that in this course correction in the format and wording of all documents written tests and having its impact
on the rating is required.

It is important to work in the classroom, in the theoretical and practical classes, visits to documentation centers, and
outside it, in reading texts, research for the performance of work and personal contributions to dynamic group.

It is recommended that the student complements the study of this subject with literature accessible through this link:
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http://psfunizar7.unizar.es/br13/eGrados.php?id=257

1.3.Context and importance of this course in the degree

1.4.Activities and key dates

Institute Altoragoneses Studies (sources hemeroteca), Provincial Archives (archival sources), Provincial Museum
(historical and heritage sources), Pedagogic Museum: - In the first quarter a series of visits to places where work
practices will be conducted in sources shall be made (sources of the history of education), Group Aging IBERCAJA (oral
sources), Computer Room (sources of bibliographic network and the library of the Faculty), classroom (bibliographic
sources: magazines and articles). In the first quarter, and some group work will be exhibited

- In the second quarter the rest of the group exhibitions of works will be performed. In addition debates they will be
established in seminar format on some topics of the subject.

- Theoretical examinations will be held in the months of February and May.
Traductor de Google para empresas:Google Translator ToolkitTraductor de sitios webGlobal Market Finder
Información del Traductor de GoogleComunidadMóvilAcerca de GooglePrivacidad y condicionesAyudaDanos tu opinión

2.Learning goals

2.1.Learning goals

The student, for passing this subject, should demonstrate the following results ...

Analyzes the influence of the ideas of the great currents of thought in current conceptions of physical activity and sport.

It analyzes the characteristics of the areas in which sport and its influence on human development occurs, and relates the
incidence and relationship between sport and education, performance, entertainment and leisure.

Apply techniques study to determine the development of sport and physical activity throughout history.

Analyzes cases on the causes and consequences of the development of sport and physical activity throughout history

Identifies and interprets in real situations recreational, physical and sporting events in different cultures throughout history;
and more particularly the evolution of the game, physical education and sport in Spain.

2.2.Importance of learning goals

3.Aims of the course and competences

3.1.Aims of the course

The subject and its expected results meet the following approaches and objectives:

The course aims students to have a global idea which has meant Physical Education and Sport in the past. Knowing the
historical basis on which Physical Education and its evolution is based through the centuries understand the importance
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of this area in the educational system that develops skills and the different currents that have sustained.

On the other hand the study the evolution of the game and physical activity in different
civilizations, especially in Europe, will identify the factors influencing
in the birth of the sport in England in the early nineteenth and expansion worldwide. It will also help to interpret the key
factors that have allowed the sport to become a social phenomenon of the twentieth century.

Knowledge through practical cases of the relationship between the game, sport and physical education will help the
student to flee the dispersion with which these phenomena are analyzed.

3.2.Competences

4.Assessment (1st and 2nd call)

4.1.Assessment tasks (description of tasks, marking system and assessment criteria)
The student must demonstrate that it has achieved the intended learning outcomes through the following evaluation
activities
CONTINUED EVALUATION FORM (STUDENTS CLASSROOM):

Continuous assessment only to students who attend at least 85% of all school hours at the end of each quarter (including
theoretical and practical) will apply.

The final grade is obtained by adding 3 sections:

COURSE WORK:
Performance of work (individual or group) from one topic to be agreed with the teacher, who may be exposed in class. It
is required to make at least an initial tutoring with the teacher. It may set an individual script for each job. The teacher will
present a number of issues to class, although other issues not covered can be agreed between both parties.
In addition, to deliver will be compulsorily send an individual mail to the teacher that reflects the hours spent in each
phase, the operation of the group in its development and other aspects. This exhibition mail and counted in qualifying
work.
The deadline for submission of papers and the mail will be prior to the presentation in class or failing that test day before
the second set.

The dedication in work hours will be quantified by the teacher and may be lowered depending on the practices of the
portfolio presented, ranging from approximately 40 hours for anyone who does not have the portfolio and 10 hours who
presented it all.

The rating will work 30% of the final grade.

PORTFOLIO:

During the theoretical and practical classes, students may be submitted in digital format to be established at the
beginning of class (moodle or similar) a folder that collects the various practical exercises and class work. Depending on
the quality and number of submitted papers will be evaluated and graded each student.

The rating of the portfolio will mean up to 30% of the final grade.
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EXAM:
Midterms contain at least the development of a theme (choice of 2) and answer a battery of short questions.
The development of the topics will be the responsibility of the student based on the documents and classes presented by
the teacher, and his search for other library materials or internet. guidelines for proper preparation will be provided.

The rating of each part will be 20%. It must pass both partial separately.

FINAL RATING OF CONTINUED EVALUATION:

For a note must separately approve the work of the subject, the portfolio and each partial. If anything is missing some
qualification, the note is not presented.

Midterms will be one per semester (usually February and May).

GLOBAL ASSESSMENT (NO STUDENTS CLASSROOM ASISTANT)

The overall assessment, students who wish to climb note of the ongoing evaluation and who do not meet the attendance
requirement will apply. Contain these two sections:

THEORIC EXAM:

It will consist of the development in writing of 2 items on the agenda and answer a battery of short questions.

The rating of the theoretical exam is 50% of the final grade.

WORK:

The work will consist in the delivery of an original work to be agreed with the teacher, on issues related to the program of
the subject. A face will be mandatory tutoring with the teacher before the start of work. In addition, the work may be
evaluated through an interview or end with the student tutoring. (May be individual or group).
The hard work will be approximately 40 hours, while people who deliver work of the portfolio may submit a job with a
dedication proportionately less hours. In that case portfolio documents also form part of the note of his work.

The rating of the work is 50% of the final grade.

FINAL SCORE FINAL EVALUATION:
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It is essential to pass both sections separately to mediate the note.

The allocation of Distinction require at least one note than 9 points (out of 10 maximum), it will be awarded to the best
grades in June and according to regulations of the University of Zaragoza. In case of tie will be settled by the best score
of the theoretical exam.

5.Methodology, learning tasks, syllabus and resources

5.1.Methodological overview

The learning process that is designed for this subject is based on the following:

It is intended that students acquire a set of skills that help them in reading, interpretation, discussion and research of the
topics. To do this they will have lectures (expository, text comments and discussion and debate), practical (with visits to
documentation centers), seminars and tutoring and group staff.

It is incorporated as a fundamental method cooperative work through ICT and the use of the inverted class (flipped
classroom) as a fundamental element of classwork.

5.2.Learning tasks

Learning activities will fudamentalmente the following:
In theoretical classes:
Previous study of topics methodologies for "Flipped clasroom" (texts, presentations, videos, ...)
Lectures topics with questions in class.
In practical classes and seminars:
visits to places of historical study evidence gathering.
Implementation of activities organized by students or teacher (cromagnonas Olympics, gymnastic methods, ..)
Class exhibitions of works by students.
Debates on program content.

5.3.Syllabus

UNIT 1. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY THEORY AND STUDY SCIENCE

Topic 1. Basic concepts of Physical Activity, sports theory and Sport history .

Motor skills, Game, Sport, Physical Activity, Fitness, Physical Education, Exercise, Health.

Anthropology, history, epistemology.

Topic 2. Physical Activity and sport Science
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Physical Activity Science.

Physical Activity History and their study

Motor Praxeology.

UNIT II. SPORT IN ANCIENT TIMES

Topic 3. The origin of the sport.

Theories about the origin of the sport.

Traditional games and sports as heritage.

Etymological and semantic closeness to the term "sport".

Sport today concept.

Sports classifications

Topic 4. Physical activity in prehistory.

Physical activity in primitive societies.

Sport in the pre-Hellenic cultures of the Mediterranean.

Physical activity in ancient cultures around the world.

Topic 5. Sport in Greece.

Sport in classical Greece

The treatment of the games in the Iliad and the Odyssey.

Consideration on body education in Platon and Aristoteles
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Topic 6. Ancient Olympic Games .

The origin of the Games.

Features and celebration.

Olympic disciplines and curiosities.

Other games and decline

Topic 7. Physical activity in Rome.

Recreational activities in Rome.

The circus, the amphitheater and the baths.

Christianity contribution.

Topic 8: The games in pre-Columbian America.

The civilizations of pre-Columbian America and their PA.

Ball games importance

Education body in the most important cultures.

UNIT III. MIDDLE AGES AND MODERN AGE.

Topic 9. PA in the Middle Ages. (S. V- XV)

The games in the Middle Ages.

Equestrian tournaments, warrior arts and pastimes of feudalism.
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Topic 10. PA in the Modern Age (S. XV - XVIII)

Sport in the Renaissance. Spanish Renaissance: Luis Vives. Physical activity and medicine. Amusements of the popular
classes.

UNIT 4. CONTEMPORARY AGE.

Topic 11. PA in 18th century and 19th century

The eighteenth and early nineteenth century: sports forefather.

The first texts of Physical Education. The physical formation of the body in Rousseau, Bassedow, Kant, Guts Muths,
Pestalozzi, Ling and Jovellanos.

Topic 12. Modern Sport Appearance.

The resurgence of contemporary sport in England.

Bourgeoisie in the development of sport.

The expansion in Europe and North America.

Topic 13. Physical Education and Modern gymnastics.

Physical Education in the nineteenth century.

Gymnastic conception of Amoros

The introduction of Physical Education in the education system.

Gymnastic movements.

Topic 14. The modern Olympic Games. Origin: Pierre de Coubertin.

History and highlights.
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Characteristics, types and forms.

Relevant Olympians.

Topic 15. The appearance of sport in Spain and Aragon.

The thought of Ramon y Cajal.

Humanism and sport: José María Cagigal.

The appearance and consolidation of sport in Spain.

The entrance of sport in Aragon. Historical evolution.

Topic 16. Physical Education History in Spain.

Physical Education in the education system (1900-1970)

Physical Education in the education system (1970- 2008)

Physical Education today.

UNIT VII: SOCIOLOGICAL SPORTS ASPECTS, PA AND PE.

Topic 17. The current dimension of sport in our society.

PA today.

The educational dimension of sport.

Sports and lifestyle: health and use of leisure time.

Sport focused on high performance and mass spectacle.

Sports consumption.
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Topic 18. The current Physical Education

Physical Education as part of the educational sciences.

Epistemology.

Current trends of Physical Education.

The role of PE teacher.

PE contents in primary and secondary.

Visits and practices.

During the first period, the students will practice at least one of these activities:

- 1) Provincial Museum. Historical knowledge of the environment.

- 2) Faculty Library. Bibliographical research.

- 3) Newspaper library of I.E. Altoaragoneses. Research Press.

- 4) Provincial Archives. Documentary research.

- 5) Red Cross. Practice of oral tradition and fieldwork with the elderly.

- 6) Pedagogic Museum. Evolution of the Spanish education system in the twentieth century.

- 7) Seminar Faculty. Analysis of magazines on current Physical Education and sport.

In the second period, the activities will be used to preparation and presentation of class works.

5.4.Course planning and calendar

CALENDARIO CLASES:
Establecido en el calendario oficial:
http://academico.unizar.es/sites/academico.unizar.es/files/archivos/ficheros/vgacad/calmatri16_17.pdf
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Primer semestre: 19-9 al 13-1
Segundo semestre: 8-2 al 30-5
Los horarios de la asignatura serán los especificados en la web de la Facultad:
https://fccsyd.unizar.es/deporte/grado-deporte
Al inicio del curso, se especificará el calendario concreto de clases asociados a los temas del programa en la web de la
asignatura: tehisde.blogspot.com
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